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Student Responses

What did you like most about this course?
The professor did more for us student`s, then any professor I have ever had. I had an emergency that I had to leave the state last 

minute right before his class, and he worked with me completely and made sure I had enough time to make up my assignments from 

that day. He is a great teacher.

The mock trials, they were incredibly fun.

The mock trail cases in the course.

the mock court cases we did was something i always looked forward to.

i liked how the class was set up in the terms of being open team work with the other students in the class.

Great teacher, well taught class

Everything

Dr Leib is King.

How could this course be improved?
Work more into modern cases.

we focused more on ancient times then present time and that's something i wasn't a fan of.

The class needs to be less dependent on the performance of your piers.

Shorten midterm length for people s sanity!

It could not.

it could be a little more direct in what is expected to the students in terms of the court cases.

Impossible

Additional Comments and suggestions.
we should've done more court cases and less lecture classes.

Seiously, Dr Leib is the perfect person to teach this course, his mastery of the material and capacity to get students to engage has 

been the highlight of my semester and I have looked forward to every class meeting.

n/a

He's genuinely incredible and one of the best professors I've ever had

Great teacher, loved the class.
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